Active transformation of tolerogenic to immunogenic signals in T and B cells by 8-bromoguanosine.
The injection of deaggregated human gamma-globulin (DHGG) into A/J mice results in the establishment of a state of unresponsiveness to subsequent challenge with immunogenic aggregated human gamma-globulin (AHGG). Administration of the B cell activator 8-bromoguanosine (8BrGuo) 3 hr after administration of DHGG converts the tolerogen to an immunogen and results in an antibody response of even greater magnitude than the primary response elicited by AHGG alone. Adoptive transfer studies with separated populations of T and B cells demonstrated that although transformation of the tolerogenic signal to an immunogenic signal involves effects of 8BrGuo on both T cells and B cells, the major effect appears to be activation of antigen-specific T cells that would otherwise become tolerant. Modulation of T cell tolerance could conceivably be mediated either by direct or indirect mechanisms. Interestingly, optimal responsiveness of B cells from animals treated with DHGG and 8BrGuo is not a T cell-independent event, but requires antigen-reactive T cells. 8BrGuo is not able to override unresponsiveness when given 10 to 20 days after tolerance induction, at a time point when both T and B lymphocytes are tolerant. However, when given at day 60, when T cells (but not B cells) remain tolerant to this antigen, the nucleoside is able to terminate the tolerant state prematurely, possibly by providing an alternate T helper-like signal directly to B cells or by recruiting nonspecific functional T helper cells.